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The Hygiene Company’s expansion into Europe continues
Basildon, Essex 13/02/2014 – Grange Europe Ltd, a leading manufacturer of Hygiene Products
including the WIPEPOD®, is delighted to announce their attendance at this year’s ISSA®/INTERCLEAN®.
The ‘World’s Leading Trade Fair for Cleaning Products’ takes place in Amsterdam and Grange Europe’s
attendance coincides with increased demand for their products in Europe and beyond.
“Our customer base is expanding dramatically,” said Jonathan Bradford, Grange Europe Managing
Director. “The WIPEPOD® and the Hygiene Monitor in particular have caught the attention of
customers in Canada, the United States and across Europe.” Grange Europe has recently supplied
Sodexho Canada and ISS Facility Management in Norway among many others.
The WIPEPOD® is the world’s best commercial impregnated wipes dispenser. Low cost, practical and
readily available, the WIPEPOD® puts hand & surface wipes always within arm’s reach: “We believe
that the WIPEPOD® is an amazingly convenient means by which to increase and maintain compliance
to simple yet effective hygiene procedures,” says Jonathan. “We put years of intensive research,
design and development into the WIPEPOD® and our customers tell us time and time again that the
end result was well worth it”. The Hygiene Monitor is the number one choice for checking compliance
in washrooms. The Hygiene Monitor is customisable to specific requirements: different shapes, sizes,
finished colours, specific text and logos can be used.

Grange Europe Ltd t/a The Hygiene Company is a leading hygiene products supplier. They supply
hygiene products including a range of wet wipes, wipes dispensers, antimicrobial soap and hand driers.
For further information, contact Jonathan Bradford on 0845 370 0030.
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